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Introduction
There are two schools of thought about Climate Change. It is either viewed as a clear and present
danger to the survival of our way of life or it is seen as a natural event that we can l do little about. In
the case of the former it is an event that we have brought on through our own actions, in the latter it is
part of the way the universe unfolds and has little to do with us.
I am not convinced that it is an either/or event. In doing the research for this book my opinion has
changed from supporting one side to supporting the other until I finally emerged someplace in the
middle. I've read literature on both sides of the argument and found that both sides have convincing
arguments to put forth that support their positions.
There is no question that the vast majority of scientists who have studied the Earth's climate are
convinced that we are in the midst of a truly unique climatic event and one that is at least partly due to
our own actions. The few naysayers are in the minority and can usually be found to be connected to
organizations that fear for their own bottom line if government action were to be undertaken to reverse
the trend.
The vast majority of people, however, seem to be either unaware of the changes or choose to ignore
them.
The problem with the whole issue is the accuracy of the predictions foretelling the impending disasters
that will occur if we cannot reverse the current trend. Science can predict, but like the weather
forecaster their predictions do not always come true. This lack of certainty in what will happen seems to
be the hook on which we hang our belief that the dire predictions are not real. Indeed, scientists do not
have a stellar record of predicting with any great accuracy the future so we can perhaps be forgiven for
not taking their predictions as seriously as we might.
This book is not about predictions for the future and whether or not they will prove to be accurate. It is
not about how to solve these problems. I leave that to others to deal with in classrooms and political
debates and legislation.
This book is about my travels to explore climate change events. I invite you to join me on this personal
journey. We will visit such widely scattered places as the Galápagos, Newfoundland, Florida, East Africa,
Switzerland, Antarctica and Costa Rica (among other locations) and we will link these travels to
Riverwood where I now work as the Education Program Consultant. We will view all of these through
the perspective of climate change.
At certain points in this journey I will share my own thoughts and I have taken care to ensure that the
reader knows when these points are reached. I make no claim of being a scientist. I am a journalist, an
educator and a naturalist. I am also a citizen and entitled to voice my thoughts. Most of the time
however, I give voice to the many authors whose books, papers and writings I based my research on.
Please refer to the bibliography at the end of the eBook and if interested read some of these books for
yourself. I invite you to come to your own conclusions about Climate Change but I do hope that you
both enjoy and learn from this journey we are about to share.

LEADS: Climate Change and Riverwood
The Riverwood Conservancy’s LEADS program views our “Climate Change” module as a key program
offering. Not only does it address the current Ontario Science Curriculum it also lets us partner with
secondary schools doing SHSM* programs. This program is made possible by the generous support of
the Suncor Energy Foundation.
We see the Climate Change program as a vehicle to teach students about the issue of climate change
and about the tools used to measure the impact of climate change. Of particular interest to both local
boards is the need to prepare students for their future career paths. To our staff the opportunity to have
students participate in doing real field science using technology and to pair that with a discussion of
skills needed to seek employment in related fields is a very natural relationship.
In short, TRC’s Exploration Naturally offers a field science “Climate Change program” and a “Jobs Related
to Climate Change” program.
We offer three different options on climate change for the teacher to select from;




Evidence of Climate Change at Riverwood (analyzing ancient seabed fossils, tree ring cores and
samples and glacial evidence)
Can We Prove that Recent Human Activities Do Impact the Local Climate? (a comparison of
three locations; forested, lawn and meadow using technology)
Riverwood’s Forests (looking at the forest critically to determine if climate change is occurring
by gathering relevant data such as the regeneration of trees, the survival of known climate
sensitive trees and the timing of spring leaf-out and fall’s loss of leaves as well as other
phenology)

TRC is prepared to work with SHSM schools to adapt these programs to meet their needs.
This eBook (iBook) supports the program here but also extends to both the home and the global
perspective. The e-book takes the reader on a global tour to look at various well documented climate
change events but always relates them to Riverwood. In the course of e-book the reader visits the
Galápagos Islands (El Niño/La Nina), East Africa (species isolated by changing climate), Switzerland (the
loss of glaciers), Australia (continental drift), Scotland (deforestation), Antarctica and the Arctic (waning
ice caps), Newfoundland (changing climate's impact on humans) and Ontario (recent glaciations). As
noted Riverwood’s climate change is referenced in each chapter and Riverwood bookends the e-book’s
story.
*Specialist High School Majors
Specialist High Skills Majors lets Grade 11 & 12 students focus on a career path that matches their skills and interests while meeting the
requirements of the Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD). Students receive the SHSM's seal on their diploma when they





Complete a specific bundle of 8-10 courses in the student's selected field
Earn valuable industry certifications including first aid and CPR qualifications
Gain important skills on the job with employers.
Some of the relevant programs for TRC include Agriculture, Environment, Energy, Forestry, Horticulture and Landscaping, Hospitality
and Tourism, Non-profit

Riverwood:
A Chorus of Toads

Chapter One

Riverwood: A Chorus of Toads
Riverwood is a 60 hectare urban park located in the City of Mississauga along the banks of the
Credit River. It happens to be where I work these days so I have a pretty intimate knowledge of
it. I've been there for about 10 years and as part of job I've photographed the park's
ecosystems.
Each Spring I look forward to the annual mating ritual of the American toad. It is loud, active
and very hard to miss. American toads do not live their lives out in ponds as do frogs and many
species of salamanders. They spend most of their lives in moist woods seeking insects and
worms as food. However in the spring they make their way to the park's vernal wetlands to
breed for like most amphibians they must lay their eggs in fresh water.
The males arrive first. They fill the air with their
loud "trills" with each male vying to have the
loudest most sustained call. Conversation
becomes a chore when you are standing next to
these breeding ponds as a normal voice can
barely be heard above the din of their calls. The
females arrive soon afterward and select the
male that they would most prefer as a mate. A
"ripe" female that is ready to release her eggs
does not go unnoticed and several male toads
fight for the right to fertilize her eggs when
they are released. It is a chaotic event with
females trying to escape amorous males, males
pushing other males out of the way and other
males singing their hearts out.

The breeding call of the American male toad depends on the
temperature of its environment. But the toads range is determined by
climate conditions.

Somehow it works and within a week or two the bottom of the wetland is black with tadpoles.
As a naturalist and a photographer I am drawn to this event and over the years I've noticed that
the timing of this ritual varies. In 2005 and 2007 it was mid-May before they began their dance.
In 2006 and 2012 it was mid-April. Most years the event is over by May first but in some it does
not start until the end of May ends by June first.
So what causes this variation? Climate change? Well no, but certainly weather conditions are a
factor. At this point it is necessary to review the difference between Climate and Weather.
Climate is basically the average conditions in an area over a long period of time. Weather is

more immediate, it is what is happening today, tomorrow and the next
few weeks. Imagine you are inviting a friend to visit you from a tropical
island. They ask you what clothes they should bring. They are coming in
late April to your home in Southern Ontario.
Knowing what the climate is you would suggest a warm jacket, a
sweater and perhaps a pair of gloves. Over the years you know that late
April's climate has cool nights and pleasant but not hot days. The April
that we just experienced had snow that week, and several nights were
close to freezing and then a warm day with almost summer-like
temperatures. That was what the weather conditions were like.
The toad's behaviour on a year to year basis is determined by the
weather. The males will not start calling until their temperature reaches
13° Celsius. The weather determines the timing of that day. A warm spell
in April means the toads call early in the season. A cold spell in April pushed their breeding into
May.
However climate is important too. It determines where the toads can live. The American toad's
range extends almost to the Arctic Circle. It is North America's most northerly amphibian but
even so there must be a climate that supports it. There must be enough warm days for it to
breed, for the eggs to hatch and for the toadlets to mature. There must be enough fresh water
to provide a place for the tadpoles to survive and enough invertebrates for them to eat. All of
these factors relate to the long-term climate of the region.
Not far from Riverwood lies Lake Ontario. In the 1970's a type of shellfish invaded the lake.
Zebra mussels (Top) thrived and spread rapidly from one lake to another. One of the vectors of
this transmission of this species was wild ducks (Bottom). They would carry the zebra mussel’s
eggs with them as they flew north. Every year scientists found young zebra mussels in the
waters of Arctic lakes however none have as yet survived the Arctic climate to reproduce next
year. Climate limits their spread.
What would happen if the climate warms? That is the big question but another one of more
importance to us at Riverwood is "what can we do to confirm that the climate is warming?"
One thing we can do is to record natural events such as the timing of the toads' mating. So far
our data is inconclusive. Yes we have had the warmest summers ever recorded in the last
hundred and fifty years but this warming trend has not been reflected in the timing of the
toads' activity. They sometimes breed in April and sometimes in late May. Maybe something
else is going on that creates this fluctuation in timing.
To explore that possibility I had to travel several thousand kilometers to a small chain of islands
off of the cost of Ecuador.

Riverwood Connections I

Located in central Mississauga and nestled along the banks of the
historic Credit River, the 60-hectare (150-acre) Riverwood
property is a special place where history, nature, beauty and
peace blend together to create an enjoyable and lasting outdoor
experience.
Visitors to this unique all-season destination will enjoy the
freshness and new beginnings of wildflowers, bulbs and grasses
in the spring; the cooling shade of 200- to 350-year-old trees and
Barn swallows are a threatened species
that nests at Riverwood
mixed old growth forests during the summer; the spawning
salmon and breathtaking artist’s palette of vibrant yellows, oranges
and reds in the fall; and the tranquility and beauty of the trees and ground blanketed in white snow
during the winter. With woodland trails, splendid wildlife and glorious views, Riverwood is the ideal site
to observe and enjoy the best of what Mother Nature has to offer! Come explore, learn and enjoy!
Riverwood is co-owned by the City of Mississauga and Credit Valley Conservation (CVC).
A public trail system provides visitors to Riverwood easy access to enjoy its natural splendour and
cultural heritage. Trail brochures are available for self-guided walks. We also offer naturalist-guided
walks.
Riverwood’s natural features include:









Woodlands, meadows and tablelands, ravines and slopes, wetlands, creeks and floodplain, and former
agricultural lands
The historic Credit River, where salmon and trout abound, flows through it
Habitat to more than 475 species of animals and plants, including over 150 species of resident and
migratory birds (including raptors such as owls, Cooper's Hawk, Osprey, Red-tailed Hawk, and Turkey
Vulture), White-tailed Deer, Red Fox, Red-backed Salamander and much, much more
Plant communities including Great Lakes deciduous forest, pockets of Carolinian forest, old growth forest
and oak savannah, a diverse population of fungi, and wildflowers
The most ecologically diverse community in the Credit Valley watershed
Riverwood is a living laboratory, a significant carbon sink and the “lungs” of Mississauga.
Riverwood preserves a rich geological history of ancient seas and recent glacial events and has a fossil
record that dates back 415 million years to the Silurian Age. Centuries of Credit River activity cut deep
ravines and provided fertile terraces. During the late Iroquoian period, Riverwood served as a seasonal
hunting and game-processing camp and was later occupied by the Mississauga First Nations.

Riverwood’s agricultural history is bountiful, with remnants of apple orchards, an allee of Norway spruce
(originally planted to protect fruit trees from winter winds), and agricultural artifacts. Heritage buildings

include the 90-year-old Chappell House (and its stone water cistern), MacEwan Field Station (which
dates to the mid-1800s and is believed to have once been a pickle-processing facility) and MacEwan
Barn (which has its original hand-hewn internal beams from the 1850s).

MacEwan Terrace Garden
The creation of a spectacular public
garden in the 'heart' of the
MacEwan Terrace is now a reality.
Already many visitors and
Mississauga residents have walked
through the garden. The MacEwan
Terrace Garden (Right) are a series
of outdoor rooms and garden beds
structured around a new main
walkway leading towards the
MacEwan Field Station. It is one of
several gardens to be found in the
park.
TRC's Enabling Garden (above)is one that deserves special mention as it is the only garden of its type
located in the Greater Toronto Area. It is designed to provide a gardening experience for people of all
ages and abilities.
Another garden which bears mentioning is the TRC's Carolinian Garden. This garden was partly designed
to test the reality of climate changes by recreating a type of forest that was once found in the region but
has largely disappeared due to a cooling trend that ended in the late 1800's.
If the garden prospers it might well be another indicator of a warming trend, a trend which has been
widely noted in the last 20 years.

Ruby-throated hummingbird

The Riverwood Conservancy (TRC) is a volunteer- and member-based charity
that provides programs and services to the community in nature and environmental education,
stewardship of Riverwood, and gardening and horticulture.
The organization was founded in 1985 under the name Mississauga Garden Council. In 2009, the name
was changed to The Riverwood Conservancy to better reflect our mission and activities.

Our Mission
The Mission of The Riverwood Conservancy is to support the City of Mississauga in the growth and
development of Riverwood as a public garden, park, and nature preserve and to promote the enjoyment
and enrich the experience of Riverwood for visitors and citizens of Mississauga and the surrounding
areas.
To accomplish this mission, we are:
 Developing and delivering educational programs and services for all ages with particular
emphasis upon children and youth
 Providing horticultural, stewardship, heritage and environmental programs and related services
 Organizing and supporting the contributions of volunteers by offering training sessions and by
showing appreciation and recognition
 Establishing partnerships with community organizations, institutions and businesses having an
interest in the beauty, environmental health, and the natural and cultural heritage of Riverwood
and the Credit River
 Providing professional support and administrative
services
Some of the special projects that we've developed are as
follows:
 Scotts Wild Bird Feeding Trail with Scotts Canada
 An ongoing Deer Study with The University of Toronto
(Mississauga) Campus
 Development of the TRC Enabling Garden
 Development of The Carolinian Garden
 Educational Signage
 Discovery@Riverwood walks and talks programs with
the CVC

Galápagos:
Life at the Epicenter

Chapter 2:

Galápagos: Life at the Epicenter

The first thing that strikes you when your plane touches down in the Galápagos Islands
(Ecuador) is how bleak they are. This is truly a new land at least geologically speaking. The
number of species of plants and animals that exist here is limited to those few that have made
their way here in the last three million years or so.
The Galápagos Islands were born of volcanic activity that began around 4 million years ago (give
or take a million years...geologists remain divided on the exact date). This period of volcanic
activity remains an ongoing one but most of today's island building is going on beneath the
seas. The youngest islands in the chain are about 700,000 years old. The chain of islands
stretches over a 320 kilometer square patch of the Pacific Ocean with the youngest islands lying
closest to South America and the oldest lay to the west.
When life arrived here is uncertain. Scientists have been able to identify where most of the
land-based plants and animals (tortoises, iguanas, lizards, spiders and insects) came from;
South America. It is assumed that they drifted here on logs and other floating plant material. No
land mammals ever survived the journey to breed here. Two species of eared seals (Galápagos
sea lions and the Galápagos fur seal) can be found here along with several species of whales.
The arrival of birds is a bit more complicated. There are relatively few species living here.
Riverwood has over 100 nesting species and has recorded over 180 species seen on site. The
Galápagos Islands has recorded only 71 nesting species and only 161 species have been
observed on or near the islands. Many species have only been seen here a few times and were
likely blown there by storms. Those birds that are resident came for the most part from South
America however many migrant birds are regular travelers from North America where they
breed*.
*These figures are based on the list of species provided by Avibase- the world bird data base: avibase.bsc-eoc.org/checklist.
I included 3 introduced species and I treated the Lava heron as a separate species as this seems to have become an accepted
species only recently.

Many of these migrant species we see at Riverwood including the Great Blue Heron, Osprey,
Belted Kingfisher, Barn Swallow and Yellow Warbler to name but a few. But there are many
species found here that can be found nowhere else in the world; 27 species of endemic birds.
Riverwood has no endemic species.
It was the opportunity to see and photograph these endemic species that drew me here in the
first place because some of them are world famous. It was less than 200 hundred years ago that
one of the most famous naturalist in history landed here; Charles Darwin.
Charles Darwin was on a year long voyage of discovery that began and ended in England.
Travelling on HMS Beagle he and crew would visit South America, round the Cape and
eventually put a shore in the Galápagos. He was 35 when he landed here. In 1859 he published
the book that shook the world: The Origin of the Species. His work began the first public
discussion of evolution.
Two groups of animals in particular drew his attention; the Galápagos' giant tortoises and the
Galápagos' finches. It was apparent to him that there was a parent species that gave rise to all
of the species found on the islands. He also noted that some species could be found only on
certain islands utilizing specific habitats. Remember that this was a time when Europeans
believed that God had given humankind dominion over all living things , that birds sang for our
pleasure and that giant tortoises were gift for mariners**.
Darwin realized that species evolve over time and that there were identifiable causes for them
to change. For example, species isolated from others of their own kind (as on islands) will give
rise to new species. Species faced with changes in their environment and food sources will
adapt (change) or die. He also noted that new species continue to arise and other species go
extinct (i.e. the giant dinosaurs).
Darwin's first book never mentions humans at all. He was aware that what he was writing was
controversial enough without implying that God alone did not create mankind. This he saved
for a later book "The Ascent of Man” but nevertheless the "cat was out of the bag" and Darwin
was severely ridiculed and chastised for his questioning of the dogma of the day. Today his
basic theory of evolution is accepted by the scientific community and most religions.
The Galapagos is a great place
for a photographer to get
close and personal with his
subjects.
In the opening picture in this
chapter I am surrounded by
Galapagos sea lions. Left, I lay
down to get a tortoise-eye
view of a giant tortoise.

Can you see the difference? These five photographs are all of
Darwin's finches. He collected his with a gun, I collected mine with a
camera. All of these finches can trace their ancestry back to a
founding member. Today there are 13 recognized species of
Galapagos (or Darwin's) finches. I am still not sure how many
species I photographed as many look very similar to each other.
I am sure that when most people look at the images on this page
they see some little brown birds with very little to tell one from the
other. But if you look really close at the bills you can see there are
some obvious differences in their bill's shape. The third photo
down for example shows a finch with a bill that is clearly longer
than any of the others, But what of the rest? To me they all look
very similar but only two of these images depict the same species.
Darwin brought home numerous skins and beaks of birds he
collected. He carefully measured each specimen and recorded his
data and through this process he came to recognize the various
species.
Thankfully I have several field guides to Galapagos' birds that I can
refer to for help. Using these guides I am pretty sure that these
photos show the following species:
Top: Medium ground finch, Geospiza scandes (m)
Second: Medium ground finch, Geospiza scandes (m)
Middle: Cactus finch, Geospiza scandes (f)
Fourth: Small ground finch, Geospiza fuliginosa (f)
Bottom: Small tree finch, Camarhynchus parvulus (f)

**Galapagos means literally "tortoise". When the islands were first discovered in
1535 the Spaniards immediately recognized the nutritional value of these huge
reptiles. Over the next 500 years huge numbers of the tortoises were taken aboard
ships to be slaughtered as for food. Being reptiles the tortoises could go without
food for weeks.

Giant tortoises (Geochelone elephantopus porter) enjoy a cooling mud bath in the highlands of Santa Cruz Island.
These giants can live over 150 years and can weigh up to 250 kilograms. They are strictly vegetarians.

The desire to see these islands and photograph these animals was what brought me to the
Galápagos. It was a both humbling and magical experience to walk where he had walked and to
see what he had seen. But in the 190 years since Darwin's visit, much more had been learned.
He was never aware of the science of ecology and the concept of ecosystems. He knew little of
ethology (the study of animal behaviour) and more importantly for this book he was little
concerned with Climate Change.
On his travels he probably heard the Spaniard's talk of "El Niño" and more than likely dismissed
as a local phenomenon of not much import to the world. El Niño was well known to the
Spaniards who colonized the West Coast of South America. Every three to seven years the
weather patterned changed and that led to changes in the Spaniard's life-style. The huge
schools of anchovies that they relied on for food would vanish and where once fishing was
great it became nonexistent. Sea birds whose eggs they harvested would also vanish. Crops
would either suffer in drought or be washed way in unexpected torrents of runoff from violent
storms. As this event often started around Christmas time it was given the name El Niño
meaning literally "the Christ Child".
After a year of so El Niño would be followed by La Nina which basically reversed the El Niño
effect. What was very dry became very wet and what had been very wet became very dry. And
then things would return to a more normal existence for a few years.
It wasn't until the 1960's that scientists and meteorologists began to suspect that El Niño and La
Nina were global events.

The red to blue area on the map above shows the region of the Pacific Ocean where El Niño and La Nina events
originate. The maps on the nest page show how it changes the weather patterns in North America.

El Niño begins as a warming of the Pacific Ocean between roughly 8 degrees North and South of
the Equator. The cause of El Niño has to do with the transfer of heat from the atmosphere. This
is complicated but in simple terms the normal transfer of atmospheric heat over Australia shifts
and moves out over the Pacific. This heat is transferred in part to the ocean’s surface by
thunderstorms. Gradually the water gains heat. Remember that water holds heat longer than
land does. This stored heat is what creates an El Niño.
The Galápagos Islands straddle the Equator at the Eastern edge of this warming/cooling ocean.
Typically the ocean around the Galápagos Islands is cool. That is why the world's only Equator
dwelling penguins are found here along with the Galápagos Fur Seal. A cool ocean current
causes up an up welling from the ocean floor which brings un nutrients along the South
American coast and to the Galápagos Islands. This rich "soup" feeds the fish which in turn feeds
the many species of larger fish, birds and mammals.
When the El Niño events occur the ocean's waters warm and turn off this rich cold current
which stops this up swelling. The fish move off but the seabirds and mammals do not have this
same luxury, especially the Galápagos penguins. Populations of many species of Galápagos
animals crash by up to 90 percent.
The Galápagos Islands are the closest land masses to the region of the Pacific where El Niño and
La Nina originate. In this sense they are at the epicenter of a region that experiences the effect
of rapid climate change. As such they provide scientists with a living laboratory in which to
study the effects of climate change on ecology. Since the Galápagos Islands, as we have seen,
are home to relatively few species of terrestrial plants and animals it is much easier to
understand how they interact with each other.

These 3 maps show how the Jet Stream changes with El Niño and La Nina. The Jet Stream circles the globe and
these two weather events effect the entire world. There is a similar Jet Stream south of the Equator as well.

Another factor that makes assessing the impact
on these rapid shifts in climate is that there is
excellent data on the populations of most of
the species. While a few of the animals found
here can simply move off in search of their
missing food sources, most cannot so there is a
higher degree of certainty that if the
population fluctuates it is not caused by
animals migrating to or from other locations.
The Giant tortoises are fairly well suited to
endure these changes, They are large (as
adults) and being reptiles they require far less
food than mammals or birds do to stay healthy.
If you live to be over 100 years what does it
matter if you put off breeding for a year or two?

Most marine iguanas are black but on some islands you can find
ones with red tones and even green tones. These ones are
basking in the tropical sun before venturing out to the sea to feed.

The other reptile for which the Galápagos is justly famous is its marine iguanas. These reptiles
are heavily impacted by the El Niño/La Nina events. They are the only living retile that grazes
on marine algae that grows either along the tidal splash line or under the ocean's surface. I was
keen to observe these animals on land and underwater. They were certainly easy to see on land
and very tolerant of my close approach. (There is a no touching rule here that is enforced but
you can get very close to many species of Galápagos wildlife, something that makes a visit here
unlike any other place I've visited.)

Marine iguanas are good swimmers and use their tails to propel them thorough the water. Only the largest will swim very far.

Literally thousands of these dark skinned lizards bask on volcanic rocks near the shore. Hours
each day are spent this way, warming up their bodies so that they can enter the ocean to feed.
Like all respites they are endothermic and acquire their body temperature from their
surroundings. Birds and mammals ore exothermic and generate their body's warmth by burning
fuel (food).
The marine lizards also squirt seawater from their nostrils to get rid of the excess salt from
their system. They can only enter the ocean for short periods before they lose their body heat
and must return to shore to bask once more. Only the larger males are able to dive a few
beneath the surface to graze on the algae that grows there. Only about 5% of the population is
capable of such feats and these few can dive up to 30 meters and stay down for up 45 minutes.
Most dives last a little over two minutes and reach a depth of only one or two meters,
I donned a partial wet suit, mask and snorkel to observe them. It was quite an experience
trying to hover over a feeding iguana as the sea ebbed and flowed around me. I marveled at
how well the males could cling to the rocks, even feeding almost upside down. The water itself
was not cold (I was there in a "normal" year) and I found it quite comfortable to stay in the
water for over an hour at a time.
But the warm water I was experiencing is still cooler than the water at the height of El Niño and
it causes the algae to die off to be replaced by brown algae which the iguanas cannot digest.
The seas at this time can increase in temperature from 9 degrees C to 31 degrees C and it is this
extreme change in temperature that kills off the iguana’s food source. Many die of starvation
but recently scientists have discovered that the species can also shrink by as much as 20
percent in order to get through these trying times. They actually grow shorter!

El Niño conditions favour the survival of smaller iguanas so shrinking in size has a survival
benefit. Even so the biggest iguanas are the ones most likely to die during these events.
When La Nina follows El Niño it brings cooler waters again and the preferred blue green algae
blooms once more. The marine iguanas regain their former lengths.
El Niño creates a "bottleneck" in ecological terms. On one side of the bottleneck life is good
and there is plenty of food for the animals to eat and this serves to increase the population. But
when things get tough and there is little food, such as in an El Niño year, only the fittest and
luckiest survive. The population is reduced, sometimes dramatically, and those that survive
repopulate their world when good times return.
Riverwood's "bottleneck" event is winter, especially a harsh winter with little snow and very
cold temperatures. Most species migrate to better climes but some like the meadow vole are
two small to migrate. In good times there can be more than 5000 voles per hectare but this can
drop to fewer than a hundred in a really bad winter.
Humans are the most numerous species on the planet and one cannot help but wonder what
bottleneck awaits our species. In the past plagues, warfare and (yes) climate change have all
constricted our growth. Will they again?

The Galápagos penguin is another example of a species that has been
forced, like the vole and the iguana, to adapt to rapid changes in climate.
I encountered one sitting on a lava rock as I snorkeled back from
photographing the marine iguana feeding underwater. The surprising
thing is that I encountered only one. I thought penguins always lived in
huge colonies. Elsewhere they do but not here at the epicenter.
There are 17 species of penguin in the world but the Galápagos penguin
is the only one that lives its entire life on the Equator. It survives here
because of the cold Humboldt Current that sweeps up the western coast
of South America from the Antarctic and then swings west bringing cold
waters to these islands. These birds are so sensitive to their environment
that 95% of them are found along the coasts of only two islands;
Fernandina and Isabela. The remaining 5% are scattered among nearby
islands.
A large foraging group of these penguins consists of up to 30 birds
whereas species further south can be encountered in the 1000's. More
typical for the Galápagos penguin are groups of two to twelve birds. The
most I saw together was a group of three.
The entire population has never been observes at more than 3400 birds and that was in 1971.
During El Niño events the population loses up to 77% of its members. Their main prey, small
fish simply move off when the waters warm.
A recent study of lake bed sentiments looked at the pollen that was laid down in each growing
season. El Niño and La Nina both dramatically affect not only animals but plants too. The pollen
amounts reflect climate changes making it relatively easy to see the occurrences of these
events. A disturbing trend has emerged: El Niño events are occurring more frequently and with
greater intensity. It has been predicted that should this trend continue the Galápagos penguin
which now numbers about 1500 animals could become extinct within 100 years.
Will this in fact happen? Only time will tell but the wildlife of the Galápagos has endured
sudden rapid climate changes and reversals for thousands of years and these climatic
bottlenecks have produced species that have managed to adapt and survive in one of the most
trying environments on earth. I take some solace from that. There are many ecologists who
would argue that these bottlenecks are important for the health of the planet and the species
that dwell here.
I wanted to see what the longer term effects of climate change were and to do that I went to
East Africa and one of the world's great wildlife spectacles.

